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Abstract 

This project seeks to evaluate the use of proper design choices in the development 

of Web based learning tools, specifically instructional videos for developing successful 

promotional marketing campaigns, and asks can the use of proper design choices capture 

the learner’s attention, while being relevant to their needs, increase their confidence and 

provide overall satisfaction?  

For the project, I created a series of instructional videos using Microsoft 

PowerPoint and Camtasia II for Mac, a screen recording software product and created a 

Google Site to organize and host the videos.  The website URL is: 

https://sites.google.com/site/powerofpromotion/. 

 The videos detail the step-by-step process of developing an effective promotional 

marketing campaign utilizing Progressive Disclosure techniques from of the Universal 

Principles of Design, as described by Lidwell, Holden and Butler (2003).  The videos are 

comprised of strong visuals and narrations that combine with to-the-point dialogue and 

information to conclude that the use of strong design elements when combined with will 

lead to a successful instructional web-based learning tool. 
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Project Introduction and Research Questions 

The purpose of this project is to design a series of instructional videos using 

strong design principles, specifically Progressive Disclosure, to attain Kellers ARCS 

Motivation Theory (attention, relevance, confidence and satisfaction).   The instructional 

videos are intended for use by Promotional Marketing Teams in a Local News/Broadcast 

setting to demonstrate the proper steps and elements that go into developing successful 

promotional marketing campaigns from conception to completion.  

The research question defining this project is: 

1. Can the use of proper design choices create a strong web-based learning tool that: 

a. Captures the learner’s attention 

b. Is relevant to the needs of a Promotional Marketing Team 

c. Increases the confidence of the learner(s) 

d. Provide overall satisfaction 

My research question evaluation is based on Kellers ARCS Motivation Theory in 

that I have created instructional videos/tutorials, that can be viewed by going to 

https://sites.google.com/site/powerofpromotion/, that attempt to gain to viewer/learner’s 

attention with a well-designed layout.  The topic presented in the videos is one that is 

relevant to a specific audience, Promotional Marketing Teams at Local News Stations, 

and has attempted to build confidence in the viewer/learner through recall and learning 

guidance.  Ultimately, the goal of these instructional videos is for the viewer/learner to be 

satisfied with the lesson itself, as well as the design, layout and structure of the videos.   
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Background Research 

Web-based learning provides an anytime, anywhere, cost-effective tool for the 

workplace, and for Promotional Marketing Teams who are looking for a streamlined 

approach and guidelines for creating promotional marketing campaigns in the ever 

changing landscape of communications, i.e., Television, social media, digital marketing.  

In order for web-based learning to be accepted and useful in the workplace, it must be 

designed to not only capture the team’s attention, but also be easy to use and navigate.   

The following related research identifies the characteristics and optimal approaches 

necessary for the creation of an ideal web-based learning environment. 

Davis (2013) discusses the impact of promotion practices on society and the 

workplace, expressing that “the practices of public relations, advertising, marketing, 

branding… have infiltrated much of our everyday existence” (p. 1).  He asserts 

“individuals and institutions give promotion a greater priority, more resources and more 

time” (p.1).  Dehkordi, Rezvani, Rahman, Nahid & Jouya (2012) illustrate why there may 

be an increased need for resources devoted to promotion.  They explore the various 

marketing and e-marketing tools used to “enhance… service and quality for… 

customers,” specifically, “mobile marketing, email marketing, web marketing and 

marketing through social network sites” (p.10).  Ultimately, these new tools “facilitate 

the relationship between” advertisers “and customers and also figure out the weakness 

and strength of their product” (p.10) 

Wang (2009) discusses the increasing popularity of e-learning “by virtue of its 

flexibility to access, just-in-time delivery, and cost-effectiveness” (p. 191).  He focused 

on web-based learning in workplace environments, and determined that focusing on 
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integrating “organizational, individual, and social perspectives” will “enhance the 

effectiveness of self-directed and socially constructed learning practices” (p. 203). 

Similarly, Wu (2011) found that “expected contribution” strongly influenced how 

learners’ attitudes while utilizing web-based learning tools, and examined the factors 

involved in “learners’ knowledge sharing attitude in web-based learning environments” 

(p. 82, 89).  He asserts “interaction encourages deep learning processes which take place 

when learners translate new information into engraved concepts and relate it to their life 

experiences” (p. 89).  

Alessi & Trollip (2001) assert that “motivation is an essential aspect of 

instruction,” and Keller’s ARCS Motivation Theory offers a set of guidelines that 

designers of web-based learning environments should follow (p. 27).  They suggest 

“attention must not only be captured early… but be maintained throughout” while also 

showing the learner that the information they are viewing is relevant and “will be useful 

to them” (p. 27).  Allowing the learner “personal control” and giving them “clear 

expectations” increases confidence and helps lead to overall satisfaction when learners 

are able to “apply what they have learned in real and useful ways” (p.27) 

Wu (2011) found that “positive reinforcement is helpful in promoting… 

organization members toward the direction of their personal development,” and web-

based learning and “knowledge sharing is a good… method of brining interpersonal 

relationship” as “personal connections at work is helpful in one profession and it is an 

advantage for each other (p. 91). 

Lidwell, Holden & Butler (2010) discuss “a strategy for managing information 

complexity in which only necessary or requested information is displayed at any given 
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time” called “Progressive Disclosure” (p. 188).  This universal principle of design “is 

primarily used to prevent information overload” in “instructional materials” and 

increased “learning efficiency,” and important aspect in web-based learning (p. 188). 

Methodology 

Often times, Promotional teams are comprised of members of various 

departments within an organization.  For example a Digital Sales Department, consisting 

of a Director of Digital Media and a Digital Sales Coordinator in addition to a Production 

team consisting of a Production Manager, and an Art/Graphics Director. 

In an environment such as a Local News Station, whose very existence relies on 

the selling and creation of commercials and promotions, it is very important for Sales and 

Production to work together as a Promotional Team.  Difficulties in communication and 

workflow lead to discord between members of the team and inconsistencies in how 

promotional campaigns are designed and how deadlines are met.  The reason for this is 

often because these working professionals often have their own workflow processes 

within their own departments, along with differing or conflicting design ideas. 

I have created a website containing a series of instructional videos titled “The 

Power of Promotion: Step By Step,“ at the URL 

https://sites.google.com/site/powerofpromotion/.  How can these videos be useful to a 

member of the Promotional Marketing team? Will the videos maintain their attention 

consistently and make them feel as though their time watching the videos on the site was 

worthwhile and relevant to their role in the promotional team - ultimately streamlining 

the process of creating successful promotional campaigns.  Specifically, can the team 

utilize the site and the videos contained on the site to consistently outline each step in 
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creating a successful campaign, from creating the promotional idea, to delegating which 

team member will be responsible for which components, to deciding on an overall 

design/creative concept for each specific campaign. 

The website and videos will utilize Progressive Disclosure and implement 

Keller’s ARCS theory in its the design/appearance.  From my own experience as part of a 

promotional team, I know the intended process from start to finish of a promotional 

campaign.  I also know where weaknesses lie in that process and in communication 

channels.  I intend to gain the attention immediately, on the index, or home page of the 

site and also inform the learner of the site’s objective.  My navigation will consist of the 

actual steps involved in the process, for example, being labeled as “Step 1: Promotional 

Package Design.”  

Each step will be laid out in video tutorials that will consist of narrated visual 

elements.  The website pages will contain each steps instructional video and is relevant, 

additional links to other resources.  The videos will also include images from previous 

promotions as learning guidance throughout to help learners create a link between the 

new process and standards and their previous experiences/work. 
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Project Design & Development 

For	  the	  creation	  of	  “The	  Power	  of	  Promotion:	  A	  Step	  By	  Step	  Guide,”	  I	  

developed	  scripts,	  breaking	  down	  the	  process	  a	  marketing	  team	  must	  go	  through	  to	  

create	  and	  complete	  a	  promotional	  campaign.	  	  As	  I	  am	  part	  of	  promotional	  

marketing	  team,	  my	  own	  experience	  allowed	  me	  to	  draw	  from	  previous	  campaigns	  

that	  I	  took	  part	  in	  developing	  to	  aid	  me	  in	  accurately	  explaining	  the	  process.	  

Progressive	  Disclosure	  dictates	  that	  information	  be	  separated	  “into	  multiple	  

layers,”	  and	  that	  only	  “layers	  that	  are	  necessary	  or	  relevant”	  should	  be	  presented	  

(Lidwell,	  p.	  188).	  	  As	  such,	  when	  writing	  the	  scripts,	  I	  broke	  down	  the	  information	  

into	  “steps”	  that	  would	  later	  translate	  into	  individual	  videos:	  	  

1. Introduction	  

• The	  Introduction	  contains	  an	  explanation	  of	  my	  credentials	  as	  a	  

member	  of	  a	  promotional	  marketing	  team,	  and	  states	  the	  objectives	  of	  

the	  instructional	  videos	  as	  well	  as	  what	  satisfaction	  the	  

viewer/learner	  can	  hope	  to	  attain	  from	  watching	  the	  videos.	  	  

2. Defining	  the	  Team	  

• This	  “layer”	  starts	  at	  the	  beginning,	  explaining	  who	  comprises	  a	  

promotional	  marketing	  team	  and	  what	  each	  member’s	  role	  is.	  	  

3. Developing	  the	  Promotion	  

• This	  “layer”	  explains	  the	  purpose	  of	  promotions	  to	  Local	  News	  

Stations	  and	  breaks	  down	  how	  the	  promotional	  team	  should	  work	  

together	  to	  design	  the	  promotions.	  	  

4. Developing	  the	  Sales	  Package	  
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• This	  “layer”	  explains	  how	  to	  put	  together	  a	  PowerPoint	  or	  GoogleDoc	  

Sales	  Package	  that	  is	  necessary	  for	  getting	  a	  sponsor	  to	  participate	  in	  

a	  promotion.	  	  The	  Sales	  Package	  breaks	  down	  what	  benefits	  the	  

advertiser	  will	  get,	  and	  ultimately	  is	  the	  backbone	  of	  a	  promotion.	  

5. Branding	  Development	  

• This	  “layer”	  discusses	  the	  workflow,	  creative	  components,	  who	  should	  

be	  performing	  each	  part	  of	  the	  branding	  process,	  and	  how	  the	  creative	  

components	  are	  implemented	  to	  begin	  the	  promotional	  campaign.	  

6. Completing	  the	  Campaign	  

• This	  “layer”	  explains	  the	  campaign	  implementation	  from	  promotional	  

commercial	  scheduling	  to	  final	  reporting	  of	  the	  success	  of	  the	  

campaign.	  

7. Process	  Overview	  

• This	  final	  “layer”	  reviews	  the	  objectives	  that	  the	  instructional	  videos	  

were	  intended	  to	  fulfill	  and	  summarizes	  the	  overall	  process.	  	  

Once	  the	  scripts	  were	  finalized,	  I	  translated	  my	  narrations	  into	  supporting	  

visuals	  in	  Microsoft	  PowerPoint.	  	  Good	  design	  practice	  involves	  “using	  colors	  

conservatively”	  for	  the	  purpose	  of	  creating	  a	  “more	  visually	  interesting”	  design	  that	  

“can	  reinforce	  the	  organization	  and	  meaning	  of	  elements”	  (Lidwell,	  p.	  48).	  	  As	  shown	  

in	  Figure	  1,	  I	  chose	  to	  use	  blue	  and	  orange	  as	  my	  main	  colors	  to	  utilize	  consistently	  

throughout	  the	  slides,	  and	  when	  I	  needed	  more	  colors	  for	  organizing	  information,	  I	  

chose	  colors	  in	  the	  same	  hue.	  	  For	  visual	  consistency,	  as	  shown	  in	  Figure	  2,	  I	  chose	  
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two	  typefaces,	  one	  for	  a	  header	  and	  one	  for	  body	  text	  and	  used	  them	  throughout	  the	  

slides.	  

	  

	  
Figure	  1.	  Example	  of	  Color	  Choices	  
	  

	  
Figure	  2.	  Example	  of	  Header	  and	  Body	  Typefaces	  
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To	  consistently	  utilize	  Progressive	  Disclosure	  throughout	  my	  information	  design	  I	  

used	  numbered	  bullets	  and	  directional	  arrows	  when	  organizing	  complex	  

information,	  as	  can	  be	  seen	  in	  figures	  3	  and	  4.	  

	  

	  
Figure	  3:	  Example	  of	  Numbered	  Bullets	  
	  

	  
Figure	  4.	  Example	  of	  Directional	  Arrows	  
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Once	  I	  had	  completed	  designing	  the	  visual	  slides	  in	  Microsoft	  PowerPoint,	  I	  

used	  Camtasia	  II	  for	  Mac	  to	  create	  the	  videos	  themselves.	  	  This	  software	  allowed	  me	  

to	  record	  my	  computer	  screen	  as	  I	  went	  through	  each	  slide	  in	  order	  and	  read	  my	  

narrations	  aloud	  into	  my	  computer’s	  microphone.	  	  I	  was	  also	  able	  to	  capture	  the	  

movement	  of	  my	  cursor	  as	  represented	  in	  Figure	  5,	  creating	  a	  stronger	  bridge	  

between	  my	  narration	  and	  my	  visuals.	  

	  

	  
Figure	  5:	  Example	  of	  Cursor	  Movement	  
	  
	  

After	  individually	  recording	  all	  of	  the	  step-‐by-‐step	  instructional	  videos,	  I	  

uploaded	  them	  to	  YouTube.com	  on	  a	  private	  channel,	  so	  that	  only	  those	  with	  the	  

video	  link	  could	  view	  them.	  	  I	  uploaded	  them	  to	  YouTube.com	  so	  that	  I	  could	  embed	  

the	  code	  generated	  by	  YouTube	  into	  my	  website.	  	  	  YouTube	  also	  has	  a	  Closed	  

Captioning	  feature	  on	  videos	  hosted	  on	  their	  site.	  	  As	  shown	  in	  Figure	  6,	  viewers	  can	  
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turn	  on	  closed	  captioning	  while	  watching	  the	  instructional	  videos	  –	  this	  allows	  

hearing	  impaired	  learners,	  and	  even	  those	  who	  don’t	  have	  access	  to	  speakers	  to	  

view	  a	  transcribed	  version	  of	  my	  narration.	  

	  

	  
Figure	  6:	  Example	  of	  Closed	  Captioning	  
	  

I	  chose	  Google	  Sites	  as	  the	  platform	  for	  my	  “Power	  of	  Promotion”	  website,	  

because	  I	  wanted	  to	  have	  a	  simple,	  clean	  site	  that	  would	  allow	  the	  focus	  of	  

viewers/learners	  to	  be	  on	  the	  videos	  themselves,	  without	  there	  being	  an	  extraneous	  

or	  distracting	  website	  elements.	  	  The	  videos	  are	  very	  concisely	  placed	  in	  their	  own	  

individual	  pages,	  and	  each	  page	  is	  listed	  in	  a	  navigation	  bar	  to	  the	  left	  of	  the	  page	  

content,	  as	  shown	  in	  Figure	  7.	  	  As	  the	  viewer/learner	  progresses	  through	  the	  site,	  

the	  navigation	  remains,	  bolding	  and	  changing	  the	  color	  of	  the	  step/page	  that	  they	  

are	  on,	  as	  shown	  in	  Figure	  8.	  	  	  The	  URL	  for	  “The	  Power	  of	  Promotion:	  A	  Step	  By	  Step	  

Guide”	  is	  https://sites.google.com/site/powerofpromotion/	  
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Figure	  7.	  Example	  of	  Site	  Navigation	  
	  

	  
Figure	  8.	  Example	  of	  Navigation	  Control	  
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Evaluation 

In	  order	  to	  evaluate	  the	  success	  of	  the	  instructional	  video	  design,	  I	  created	  a	  set	  

of	  questions	  answered	  through	  references	  to	  Universal	  Principles	  of	  Design	  with	  

supporting	  evidence	  from	  related	  research	  as	  previously	  explored	  in	  the	  

Background	  Research	  section	  of	  this	  paper	  (pp.	  1-‐3).	  	  The	  questions	  used	  for	  

evaluation	  are	  based	  on	  Kellers	  ARCS	  Theory	  of	  Motivation:	  

	  

1. Did	  the	  site	  design	  capture	  your	  attention?	  

The	  clean	  layout	  consistent	  use	  of	  colors	  created	  a	  visual	  balance	  and	  

information	  hierarchy	  that	  is	  inviting	  and	  approachable.	  	  Color,	  

mainly	  complimentary	  colors	  orange	  and	  blue,	  have	  been	  used	  to	  

“attract	  attention…	  and	  enhance	  aesthetics”	  (Lidwell,	  p.48).	  	  The	  

saturated	  tone	  of	  the	  colors	  are	  more	  “exciting	  and	  dynamic,”	  but	  are	  

combined	  with	  a	  clean	  white	  background	  and	  black	  body	  text	  to	  

prevent	  “eye	  fatigue”	  and	  other	  visual	  interference	  (Lidwell,	  p.	  48)	  

	  

2. Did	  the	  content	  of	  the	  videos	  seem	  relevant	  to	  your	  needs?	  

As	  Dehkordi,	  Rezvani,	  Rahman,	  Nahid	  &	  Jouya	  (2012)	  assert	  in	  their	  

study	  of	  E-‐marketing,	  that	  there	  is	  a	  need	  for	  resources	  devoted	  to	  

promotion.	  	  As	  a	  Digital	  Sales	  Coordinator	  and	  member	  of	  a	  

Promotional	  Marketing	  Team,	  I	  have	  experienced	  first	  hand	  how	  

disorganization	  and	  confusion	  can	  result	  in	  unmet	  deadlines,	  

unsuccessful	  promotion	  attempts,	  and	  increased	  stress	  among	  the	  
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team.	  	  Simply	  breaking	  down	  and	  listing	  the	  job	  duties	  and	  

expectations	  of	  each	  team	  member	  in	  a	  visual	  way	  gives	  these	  videos	  

relevance	  to	  my	  role.	  	  It	  also	  clarifies	  to	  others	  on	  the	  team	  that	  more	  

than	  one	  individual	  is	  capable	  of	  the	  same	  job,	  but	  it	  is	  important	  to	  

delegate,	  based	  on	  external	  workflow.	  

	  

3. Did	  the	  design	  and	  layout	  of	  the	  instructional	  videos	  increase	  your	  

confidence?	  

As	  mentioned	  in	  the	  Background	  Research	  section	  of	  this	  paper,	  Wu 

(2011) found that “expected contribution” strongly influenced how 

learners’ attitudes while utilizing web-based learning tools (p. 82).  By 

breaking out the roles of team members in “Step 1: Defining the Team,” 

the videos established expected contribution of each team member, so 

right from the first step any promotional team member will understand 

their role.  As they continue through the videos they will be confident in 

understanding the aspects they need to perform.  For example, as a Digital 

Sales Coordinator, I will see that as part of the campaign completion as 

described in “Step 5: Completing the Campaign,” it is my responsibility to 

generate a final report detailing and defining the success of the 

promotional banner ads that ran. 

 

4. After	  watching	  the	  videos	  do	  you	  feel	  satisfied	  in	  your	  experience?	  
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Alessi & Trollip (2001) assert that allowing the learner “personal control” 

and giving them “clear expectations” increases confidence and helps lead 

to overall satisfaction when learners are able to “apply what they have 

learned in real and useful ways” (p.27).  The site gives the viewer/learner 

control over the content in that they can choose to view the videos in any 

order, though it is clear what order they are intended to be viewed.  The 

viewer can also play and pause the videos at their convenience.  The site 

and videos are viewable from any computer or mobile device, and the 

added feature of closed captioning allows those without speakers to still 

get the full experience of the videos.  

Conclusions	  

A	  set	  of	  instructional	  videos	  and	  the	  subsequent	  “Power	  of	  Promotion:	  A	  Step	  

By	  Step	  Guide”	  website	  were	  created	  for	  the	  purpose	  of	  evaluating:	  

2. Can the use of proper design choices create a strong web-based learning tool that: 

a. Captures the learner’s attention 

b. Is relevant to the needs of a Promotional Marketing Team 

c. Increases the confidence of the learner(s) 

d. Provide overall satisfaction 

Prior to the development of the project, supporting research was gathered in the 

form of a literature review.  This review established that Promotional marketing teams 

have the opportunity to learn and grow together utilizing effectively designed web-based 

learning tools as guidelines when working to meet the demands of ever growing 

promotional marketing needs.  These needs are increasing due to the effects of mobile, 
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Internet and social networking on advertising and marketing.  Having a strong web-based 

learning tool, for resources such as guidelines, methods, and a general process outline 

would greatly improve the efficiency of Promotional Marketing Teams.  It was also 

asserted from findings by Lidwell, Holden & Butler (2010) that the universal principle of 

design, Progressive Disclosure, is an excellent and strong technique that should be 

deployed in the design of web-based learning tools to prevent information overload” in 

“instructional materials” and increased “learning efficiency” (p. 188). 

The instructional videos on the “Power of Promotion: A Step By Step Guide” 

website was evaluated based on my own professional needs as a member of a 

Promotional Marketing Team and evidence from the related research from the literature 

review.  My findings are that that through the use of Progressive Disclosure and Color 

Theory techniques, it is possible to capture the learner’s attention, while being relevant to 

their needs, increase their confidence and provide overall satisfaction.   

The website created for this project provided a strong visual layout with easy and 

simple navigation tools that gives viewers/learners ease of use.  The strong navigation 

makes getting to the instructional videos a simple task.  The videos themselves also 

utilize strong Progressive Disclosure techniques such as numbered bullets, directional 

arrows, and header and body font.  In addition, a good use of consistent color between the 

videos and the website creates visual unity. 

Overall, the strong design of the videos that utilize Progressive Disclosure and the 

combination of text, visuals and narration comply with the needs of Kellers ARCS 

Motivation Theory and are the foundation of a successful web-based learning tool. 
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Future Study 

This	  project	  has	  set	  a	  road	  map	  for	  me	  as	  to	  how	  simply	  understanding	  a	  few	  

universal	  design	  principles	  and	  having	  the	  means	  to	  explore	  them	  can	  greatly	  

benefit	  businesses	  and	  professional	  environments.	  	  	  I	  plan	  to	  utilize	  the	  process	  and	  

design	  principles	  from	  this	  project	  at	  the	  Local	  News	  Station	  where	  I	  am	  currently	  

employed.	  	  There	  is	  a	  strong	  need	  for	  web-‐based	  learning	  tools,	  specifically	  

instructional	  videos,	  that	  can	  have	  new	  and	  old	  employees	  learn	  about	  various	  

aspects	  of	  their	  jobs.	  	  For	  example,	  as	  this	  paper	  has	  mentioned,	  digital	  media	  and	  

the	  demand	  for	  it	  is	  growing.	  	  However,	  many	  Sales	  People,	  or	  Account	  Executives,	  

don’t	  understand	  all	  of	  the	  facets	  of	  digital	  media.	  	  

A	  possible	  future	  research	  question	  to	  evaluate,	  stemming	  from	  my	  original	  

thesis	  research	  question	  is	  can	  instructional	  videos	  be	  used	  not	  only	  to	  

comprehensively	  train	  sales	  executives	  on	  how	  to	  sell	  a	  digital	  product,	  but	  also	  to	  

educate	  clients	  on	  the	  impact	  of	  digital	  media.	  	  I	  believe	  that	  I	  will	  work	  with	  my	  

current	  supervisor,	  the	  Director	  of	  Digital	  Media,	  to	  develop	  instructional	  videos	  for	  

this	  purpose.	  	  
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